Installation of the Boss Frog Seatbelt Adapters

These instructions will walk you through replacing your stock seatbelt guide with the new seatbelt
adapters. The adapters are made to fit on Boss Frog and Hard Dog rollbars manufactured in 2005 or
before. These steps should be repeated for both the driver and passenger sides of the car.
Tools needed: 9/16” and 5/8” wrenches or sockets portable metal cutoff tool – hacksaw, rotary cutoff, or jigsaw
1. Remove the seatbelt anchor bolt near the floor of the vehicle using a
5/8” wrench.
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2. Position the hole toward the rear of the car, with the fat end toward
the inside of the car (driver’s side shown). Insert the anchor end of
the seatbelt upward through the slot in the seatbelt adapter (see
photo).
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3. Slide the adapter up to the male end of the buckle and manipulate the
buckle through the adapter’s slot. This may require some effort, but
the buckle must be able to fit through the slot. If it doesn’t fit
through, DO NOT proceed further*.
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4. Unbolt the stock seatbelt guide from the rollbar tab using a 9/16”
wrench.
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5. Carefully cut through the stock seatbelt guide using a hacksaw,
jigsaw, or rotary cutoff tool and remove it from the seatbelt. Be very
careful not to cut, burn, or damage the seatbelt.
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6. Install the new seatbelt adapter into place on top of the rollbar tab,
in the same position as the stock guide. Use the existing 3/8” grade
8 fasteners originally supplied with the rollbar (bushings are not
required). Re- install the plastic bolt cap and flange if desired.

7. Reinstall the seatbelt anchor end using the stock seatbelt anchor
bolt.
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Hopefully, your seatbelts will now retract much better. Thanks for buying a Boss Frog!

* Problems? Questions? Contact us at bossfrog@bossfrog.biz or see our website at www.bossfrog.biz.
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